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1. The ___________ sought to avoid future wars by declaring war as iillegal.

     	--->> Kellog-Briand pact

     	      Hawley-Smoot pact

     	      Taft declaration

     	      Robertson-Gaye pact

2. _________ was a foreign policy initiative to limit the spread of communism by the 
Soviet Union.

     	--->> policy of containment

     	      policy of association

     	      realpolitik

     	      dÃƒÂ©tente

3. In the aftermath of the European campaign, the US enacted the ______ which 
supplied its European allies with funds for reconstruction.

     	      New Deal

     	      USAID

     	--->> Marshall Plan

     	      Atlantic Charter

4. Broadly speaking the Cold War produced three ideological camps the______

     	      East, West and South-South

     	--->> East, West and the non-alighed movement

     	      the allies, the non-aligned movement and the freedom association

     	      East, West and the freedom movement

5. ________ was one of the ways through which the US sought to assist  the allied war 
efforts during the early stages
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     	      funding

     	      loans

     	      moral support

     	--->> lend-lease

6. ________ is a term used to characterise American-Soviet relations in the period from 
1970s through the 1980s

     	      reconciliation

     	      realpolitik

     	--->> detente

     	      iron curtain

7. The foreign policy strategy that guided the US in response to the Soviet Union's goal 
os exporting communism was formulated by __________

     	      Herbert Macaulay

     	--->> George Kennan

     	      Victor Regis

     	      John Holt

8. The ___________ established a blueprint for Allied conduct in the aftermath of the 
Second World War.

     	      NATO

     	      New Deal

     	--->> Atlantic Charter

     	      bill of rights

9. The idea that an attack on one country is an attack on all oteher countries is refered 
to as __________

     	--->> collective security

     	      social contract
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     	      solidarity

     	      fraternity

10. The US officially entered World War II in ________ following the Japanese attack 
on _________.

     	--->> December 1941/Pear Harbour

     	      September 1941/Pearl Harbour

     	      January 1941/Hawii

     	      January 1941/Hawaii
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